Effect of Furnish on Temperature and Vapor Pressure Behavior in the Center of Mat Panels during Hot Pressing
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Abstract. Particleboard achieves its overall performance characteristics during hot pressing process. As this process is influenced by several factors, particularly temperature and pressure, it is very important to understand the behavior of both. This study investigates the effects of furnish materials on temperature and vapor pressure behavior inside particleboard mat panels during hot pressing. Strand type particles from hinoki and ring-flaker recycled wood particles were used as furnish for laboratory-scale particleboard panels with a target density of 0.76 g/cm³. Mat panels with a moisture content of about 10% were hot pressed at a platen temperature of 180°C and an initial pressure of 3 MPa until the mat center reached the same temperature as the platen. A press monitoring device (PressMAN Lite) was used for detecting the temperature and vapor pressure change in the center of the mat panels. The study showed that the furnish type affected the temperature and vapor behavior inside the mat panels. Particleboard made of hinoki strand resulted in a longer plateau time, a higher plateau temperature and a higher gas pressure generated during hot pressing than those of ring-flaker recycled wood particles. Mixed board resulted in values between those of the two other furnish materials.
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1 Introduction

Hot pressing plays a very important role during particleboard production in determining overall particleboard performance. The hot-press provides the thermal energy and mechanical compression force to consolidate the mat [1]. This complex process includes heat and mass transfer inside the mat of the panels [2]. Essentially, temperature and gas pressure affect the hot pressing process and the properties of the wood-based panels [3]. Due to the compaction of air inside the mat as well as the vaporization of the water and volatile compounds from the wood particles and the adhesive, an internal gas pressure develops inside the mat during hot pressing. The level of gas pressure inside the mat affects heat convection into the mat. On the other hand, the gas pressure
level also affects the internal temperature [4]. Therefore, the interaction between both is important for understanding the process inside the mat panels during hot pressing.

The furnish material related to its source, such as wood species and particle type, is a well known factor that influences particleboard performance. In their study, Maku, et al. [5] found that particle geometry affects the vapor flow in the mat panels and subsequently temperature rise. The structure of the mat panels is one factor for understanding the heat and mass transfer inside the mat panels. It is related to the porous structure through which the water vapor flows, which influences the rate of the vertical and horizontal mass transfer [1,6]. They also state that a substantial change in mat structure, such as its physical properties, will affect the rate of heat and mass transfer.

The period of constant temperature occurring in the centerline of the mat, i.e. the plateau time, and the constant temperature, i.e. the plateau temperature, were used as indicators for determining temperature behavior inside the mat panels. A plateau was found in the temperature-increase curve where it remains almost constant because of the latent heat of vaporization and the vapor pressure-moisture content-temperature equilibrium [1]. The vapor pressure generated during the hot pressing was also determined. The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of different furnish types on the temperature and vapor pressure behavior inside the particleboard mat during hot pressing.

2 Materials and Methods

Hinoki strand (HS) and ring-flaker recycled wood particles (RW), obtained from the wood industry, were used as furnish for laboratory-scale particleboard production. Recycled wood particles were obtained by a ring-flaker process of waste wood demolition. All furnish was conditioned to approximately 5% moisture content before blending. Figure 1 shows the two different raw materials used in this study. Urea formaldehyde (UF) resin with 65.5% solid content was used as adhesive. The resin was applied to the furnish at 9% based on oven-dry weight in a rotating blending box fitted with a pneumatic spray gun. The mat moisture content before pressing was controlled at around 10%.

Particle mats were created manually without orientation. The dimensions of the particleboards were $320 \times 340 \times 10$ mm and the target density of the pressed board was $0.76 \text{ g/cm}^3$. The mats were hot-pressed with a platen temperature of 180ºC and an initial pressure of 3 MPa until the mat center reached a temperature of 180ºC. The temperature and vapor pressure changes inside the mat panels were monitored using a PressMAN Lite (Alberta Research Council,
Canada) that was inserted into the center of the mat panel (Figure 2). The behaviors of temperature and vapor pressure were characterized in a curve.

Figure 1 Furnish types used in the study.

Figure 2 PressMAN Lite sensor device and its application.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Temperature Behavior

The temperature behavior at the centre of the mat panels is characterized as a curve in Figure 3. The curve can be divided into three stages [7,8]. The first stage is the stage of rapidly rising temperature to reach the boiling point of water at 100°C. In this stage, the heat is transferred from the platen to the core layer by conduction and convection. Convection occurs when the heat transfer causes vaporization of the furnish’s moisture [9]. The second stage is the stage of vaporization, when the moisture changes to vapor while the core temperature does not change, pronounced by a temperature plateau during a period called plateau time. In the second stage, heat is transferred by convection. The third stage is the stage during which the vaporization process ends and the
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temperature gradually increases again. The heat in this stage is transferred by conduction.

The different raw material sources used in this study affected the temperature behavior inside the mat panels. As shown in Figure 3, the recycled wood particles resulted in a shorter period for the core temperature to reach 100°C than the hinoki strand. This is due to the fact that recycled wood particles are more permeable than those of hinoki strand; the heat transfer by convection caused the mat panels made of recycled wood to reach the temperature of boiling water faster than those made of hinoki strand. Humphrey and Bolton [9] note that any change in temperature will affect the equilibrium moisture content in wood, thus the partial pressure of the vapor in the surrounding air. The vapor pressure generated in this condition causes heat transfer by convection. As reported by Garcia, et al. [10], a highly permeable mat allows a rapid initial vapor flow to quickly heat the core by efficient convection heat transfer.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3** Temperature change curve inside the mat panels for different furnish types.

During the vaporization stage, when the temperature plateau occurred, we found different phenomena of temperature behavior between both types of furnish materials. The mat panels from recycled wood yielded a shorter plateau time (Figure 4). The recycled wood particles were produced using a ring-flaker process of waste wood demolition. Because these particles are shorter and thicker than those of hinoki strand, it causes a more porous structure of the mat. A porous structure is related to the permeability of water vapor. Since the rate of mass transfer process is dominated by the flow of water vapor through the
porous structure [6], it results in a shorter plateau time period for mat panels from recycled wood than for mats from hinoki strand.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4** Average plateau time and temperature of the mat center during hot pressing.

We also found a big difference between the two furnish types in the plateau temperature, where the hinoki strand resulted in a higher plateau temperature than that of recycled wood, with a difference of about 20°C. One reason can be explained that recycled wood particles yield a mat panel with a high permeability. The flow of water vapor will be released easily through the porous structure which causes latent heat in the centre of mat to become lower and consequently, it results in a lower core temperature. On the other hand, hinoki strand yields a mat panel with a low permeability. This contributes to a slower core temperature increase, a higher maximum core temperature and a longer plateau time, as can be seen in Figures 3 and 4.

### 3.2 Vapor Pressure Behavior

Figure 5 provides the vapor pressure behavior in the mat centre of the hinoki strand board. Taken together, Figures 3 and 5 show that the vapor pressure starts to increase after the core temperature reaches approximately 80°C, or, before the boiling point of water (100°C). The rapid rise of the vapor pressure occurs up to the moment the temperature change becomes constant and the vaporization stage starts. During this period, called plateau time, the heat vaporizes the moisture and generates the highest vapor pressure. This implies that the plateau time period is apparently identical to the vaporization stage and, referring to Figure 4, a longer plateau time means a longer vaporization stage. At the end of the vaporization stage, the vapor pressure decreases rapidly and
the temperature starts to increase slowly. This indicates that the mat panels have almost reached their final thickness because of mat consolidation and therefore the heat is transferred only by conduction.

![Figure 5](image.png)

**Figure 5** Representative vapor pressure curve at the center of the mat panels.

It was also found that the vapor pressure generated inside the mat panels was affected by the different furnish materials. This study shows that the rise of vapor pressure in the recycled wood particle boards begins sooner than in the other furnish type boards. This is related to the time it takes to reach a core temperature of 100°C, where the recycled wood reaches this temperature faster than the other furnish types (see Figure 3). Because the recycled wood furnish is more permeable, the vapor is easier to move and transfers the heat by convection in the first stage of temperature rise. The highest vapor pressure was generated by the hinoki strand mat panels, followed by the mixed panels, while the lowest was that of recycled wood particle boards. The vapor pressures generated by hinoki strand and mixed board were about twice as high. The difference in vapor pressure may be due to the permeability of the mat panels. The hinoki particles are less permeable and therefore the vapor pressure inside the mat is harder to move and leads to a higher pressure. Wide and thin particles such as hinoki strand are able to align themselves in a planer orientation, thus creating strong resistance to gas flow, while thick particles promote gaps at their edges where particles overlap. Particles with a large aspect ratio are able to bridge gaps and contribute to compression resistance as a result of bending [1]. The vaporization stage of hinoki strand mat lasts longer than that of ring-flaked recycled wood particles. This implies that less permeable mat panels need a much longer time in the vaporization stage, which consequently results in a longer pressing time.
Figure 6 shows the values of maximum vapor pressure and maximum temperature at the centre of the mat panels from different furnish types during the vaporization stage. The maximum vapor pressure was higher for hinoki strand than recycled wood. This might be due to the condition that hinoki strand is more compact during pressing so the vapor pressure can be higher. The more porous structure of the recycled wood mat causes the vapor to move easily to the edge of the mat panels and generated a lower vapor pressure. The maximum core temperature is strongly affected by the vapor pressure and therefore hinoki strand produced the highest maximum core temperature, followed by the mixed-mat panel and recycled wood, respectively. This find is similar to the study of Garcia, et al. [10], who states that a cooler temperature during the vaporization stage can be attributed to low gas pressure.

4 Conclusions

In this study, temperature and vapor pressure behaviors inside mat panels during hot pressing were investigated in relation to furnish type. It was found that furnish type affected temperature and vapor pressure changes. The flatter, longer and thinner raw material of hinoki strand resulted in a longer plateau time, a higher plateau temperature, a higher vapor pressure, and a higher maximum core temperature during hot pressing than those of ring-flaker recycled wood particles. The mixed mat panels resulted in different temperature and vapor pressure behavior characteristics than those of the other two furnish types. This study also showed that both the temperature and vapor pressure strongly influence each other.
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